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Abstract

Thermoelectricity, in the form of thermoelectric generators , holds a great potential in waste heat recovery, this potential has
been studied and proved in several laboratory and theoretical works. By the means of a thermoelectric generator, part of the energy
that normally is wasted in a manufacturing process, can be transformed into electricity, however, implementing this technology
in real industries still remains a challenge and on-site tests need to be performed in order to prove the real capabilities of this
technology. In this work, a computational model to simulate the behaviour of a thermoelectric generator that harvest waste heat
from hot fumes is developed. Using the computational model an optimal configuration for a thermoelectric generator is obtained,
also an experimental study of the performance of different heat pipes working as cold side heat exchangers is carried out in order
to optimize the performance of the whole thermoelectric generator, thermal resistances of under 0,25 K/W are obtained. The
optimized configuration of the thermoelectric generator has been built, installed and tested under real conditions at a rockwool
manufacturing plant and experimental data has been obtained during the 30 days field test period. Results show that 4.6 W of
average electrical power are produced during the testing period with an efficiency of 2.38 %. Moreover, the computational model is
validated using this experimental data. Furthermore, the full harvesting potential of an optimized designed that takes advantage of
the whole pipe is calculated using the validated computational model, resulting in 30.8 MWh of energy harvested during a sample
year which could meet the demand of 8.34 Spanish average households.
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1. Introduction

Global energy demand increases each year and most of it is
covered by the use of fossil fuels [1]. The excessive use of
these fuels causes multiple environmental issues, such as global
warming, rising sea levels, oil spills, ocean acidification or acid5

rain [2, 3]. These problems, alongside the inevitable depletion
of the fossil fuel resources, establish the current energy situa-
tion, which might be one of the biggest challenges humanity
has to face on the 21st century [4].

In 2018, 32.31 % of the energy produced in the United10

States was transformed into energy services, while the missing
67.68 % of the energy was rejected [5]. Most of this rejected
energy comes as waste heat that is dissipated directly to the at-
mosphere and 37 % of it is estimated to arise at temperatures
above 100 ◦C [6]. This vast amount of wasted thermal energy15

can be recovered by a wide amount of technologies, such as
recuperators, regenerators, economisers, Organic Rankine cy-
cles, piezoelectric systems or thermoelectricity [7]. Pourkiaei
et al. presented a review of thermoelectric applications and con-
cludes that the heat source of thermoelectric generators (TEGs)20

is supplied from free or cheap resources, such as waste heat [8].
Zabeb et al. reviewed solid state generators for waste heat re-
covery and stands that the most promising sector to implement
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these systems is the processing industry, reducing the primary
energy consumtion while saving resources [9].25

Thermoelectricity, in the form of TEGs, produces energy
by taking advantage of a heat flow and is capable of exploit-
ing this large amount of thermal energy that is currently being
wasted. Thermoelectric modules (TEMs) are the main elements
of TEGs and they transform heat into electricity by taking ad-30

vantage of the Seebeck effect [10]. Temperature gradient at the
thermoelectric module (TEM) determines the amount of power
that can be harvested, the greater the temperature gradient, the
greater the electrical energy that can be obtained. In order to
maximize this gradient, heat exchangers are used at both hot35

and cold sides of the TEMs, approaching the temperature of the
hot side of the TEM to the hot sink and the cold side of the
TEM to the cold sink. Aranguren et al. proved that the per-
formance of the heat exchangers greatly affects power output
[11]. In further studies, Aranguren et al. concluded that auxil-40

iary consuption becomes a critical factor for the production of
electricity in thermoeelectric generators [12]..

Several experimental studies have been carried out integrat-
ing a phase change heat exchanger in a thermoelectric genera-
tor (TEG). Kumar et al. built a thermoelectric power generation45

system using a thermosyphon and studied opperating parame-
ters [13]. Catalán et al. developed a thermoelectric generator
with phase change heat exchangers to obtain an autonomous
vigilance station at Teide volcano [14]. Deng et al. managed to
effectively recycle waste heat produced in coalfield subsfaces50

fires using a thermoelectric generator with heat pipe based heat
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Nomenclature

Variables

A Area m2

cp Specific heat at constant pressure J/kg · K

Data Value of the data

E Electromotive force V

e Thickness m

Error Value of the error

I Current A

k Thermal conductivity W/m · K

Nu Nusselt number

Pr Prandtl number

Q̇ Heat flux W

q̄ Volumetric heat generation W/m3

R Thermal resistance K/W

R0 Electric resistance of the material Ω

Re Reynolds number

T Temperature K

V Voltage V

V̇ Volumetric flow m3/s

W Electrical power W

∆T Temperature gradient K

α Seebeck coefficient V/K

η Efficiency

π Peltier coefficient V

ρ Density kg/m3

σ Thomson coefficient V/K

Subscripts

A Metal A

amb Ambient

B Metal B

c Cold side of the thermoelectric module

chx Cold side heat-exchanger

cond Conduction

cont Contact

conv Convection

cop Copper pins

cu Copper

evap Evaporator

exp Experimental

ext Extracted

f um Fumes

gen Generated

h Hot side of the thermoelectric module

hhx Hot side heat-exchanger

i Block number of the pipe

im Interface material

ins Insulation

Joule Due to the Joule effect

n N doped thermoelectric material

opt Optimized simulation

p P doped thermoelectric material

Peltier Due to the Peltier effect

rel Relative

s Surface

sim Simulated

sup Power supply

tem Thermoelectric module

Thoms. Due to the Thomson effect

Abbreviations

HX Heat exchanger

TEG Thermoelectric generator

TEGs Thermoelectric generators

TEM Thermoelectric module

TEMs Thermoelectric modules
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exchangers [15]. Therefore, passive heat exchangers that lack
auxiliary consumption such as heat pipes or thermosyphons in
natural convection have become a suitable option for different
thermoelectric applications [16].55

The potential of this technology at the industrial sector has
been calculated in several theoretical case studies. Meng et al.
studied recycling exhaust gas sensible heat through a TEG that
would produce 1.47 kW with a 4.5 % efficiency [17]. Yazawa
et al. proposed heat recovery from waste heat in a glass melting60

process in which an optimally designed thermoelectric system
could generate 55.6 kW of electricity with a 15 % efficiency
[18]. Elonkawan et al. results showed that 172.3 kW with
a 4.3 % efficiency can be recovered from a 50 m lenght duct
[19]. Araiz et al. proposed transforming waste-heat from a65

hot gas flow into electricity, resulting in a maximum net power
of 45.8 kW, besides, the Levelised Cost of Electricity, LCOE,
is studied for this technology, resulting in competitive results
within current energy sources [20].

These thermoelectric theoretical works show great potential70

for waste heat recovery but laboratory and field test studies need
to be performed to prove the capabilities of this technology. Ne-
sarajah and Frey, managed to produce 2 W of power from an ex-
haust pipe under laboratory conditions [21]. Remeli et al. were
able to produce 7 W of electrical power in a lab scale bench-top75

prototype with passive heat-exchangers [22]. Aranguren et al.
managed to produce up to 24 W of electrical power from an ex-
haust of a combustion chamber that heats up water [23]. This
sort of laboratory tests and experiments give valuable informa-
tion in thermoelectric generation applications but, field studies80

under real conditions need to be performed in order to evaluate
the viability of this technology at the industrial sector. In one
of the few field studies regarding this topic, Børset et al., man-
aged to obtain 160 W/m2 in the casting area of a silicon plant
absorbing heat via radiation and predicted that with some im-85

provements 900 W/m2 could be obtained [24]. However, these
studies do not focus on the heat exchanger configuration or per-
formance and do not use passive heat exchangers, which present
many advantages and have been proved suitable for this appli-
cations. Besides, configuration of a TEG is yet to be discussed90

and tested on-site in a manufacturing plant.
The main objective of this work is to develop a small-scale

passive TEG suited for waste heat recovery at a rockwool pro-
duction factory and perform test field studies of the generator
overtime. In order to do that, a computational model that simu-95

lates the behaviour of the TEG is developed and an optimization
via the computational model is performed to help with the de-
signing process. An optimized configuration is obtained built,
installed and tested under real conditions at a manufacturing
plant acquiring experimental data over 30 days. Besides, after100

experimental data is obtained, the computational model is val-
idated. Finally, by the means of the computational model, the
true harvesting potential of a large-scale TEG is calculated for
a sample year.

The outline of this paper is as follows: In section 2 the lo-105

cation and conditions of the TEG are exposed and the method-
ology of this work is described. In section 3 an optimization
of the TEG is performed and the setup of the prototype is de-

scribed. In section 4 the experimental results are presented and
the computational model is validated. In section 5 the harvest-110

ing potential of an optimized configuration is obtained. Finally,
discussions are made and conclusions are drawn.

2. Methodology

The followed methodology starts with the development of
a computational model that simulates the behaviour of a TEG115

that harvest waste heat from hot fumes. Then, a small scale
prototype is designed using the computational model alongside
an experimental study on the performance of the cold side heat
exchangers. The optimized configuration of the prototype is
built, installed and tested at a rockwool manufacturing plant.120

Using the collected experimental data the computational model
is validated and to conclude, the real harvesting potential of an
optimized configuration that takes advantage of the whole flow
of hot fumes is calculated.

The development and design of a TEG varies greatly on the125

location to exploit, thus, the location of the prototype is selected
first. In this case, the prototype is meant to be installed in a
rockwool manufacturing plant, taking advantage of the waste
heat produced during the manufacturing process. Alongside
this process, high amount of waste heat is produced in the130

form of hot fumes and several places present thermal energy
being dissipated directly to the atmosphere, where, thermoelec-
tric generators can be installed to harvest energy. Besides, the
location and design of the prototype needs to be addressed from
a practical point of view, taking into consideration multiple cri-135

teria that is left behind in theoretical works and laboratory pro-
totypes.

The location of the prototype is selected regarding the tem-
perature of the fumes, the volumetric flow, accessibility and dis-
ruption of the process. In general, the greater the temperature140

and the volumetric flow of the fumes, the greater the harvesting
potential. After analysing different exploitable areas through-
out the manufacturing process a location is selected. The se-
lected location consists of a pipe with a diameter of 0.9 m where
fumes flow at 340 ◦C with a volumetric flow of 30 000 Nm3/h.145

As it can be seen in Figure 1, the pipe is provided with a man-
hole used for maintenance purposes, where, the TEG will be
mounted. The pipe is surrounded by a 200 mm layer of insula-
tion to maintain the exterior of the pipe at low temperatures due
to safety reasons. This location comes with a constant flow of150

high temperature fumes which provides a reliable heat source
and the manhole gives accessibility without any disruption or
modification of the process.

A structure that fits in the manhole hollow space has been de-
signed and constructed, this frame is able to support a TEG and155

serves as a manhole for maintenance purposes. The structure
is made of stainless steel and is mounted to the pipe by the use
of 8 bolts of 12 mm. The void left in the structure is then filled
with rockwool in order to preserve the isolation purposes of the
pipe.160

The design idea of the prototype consists of a hot side heat
exchanger that extracts as much thermal energy as possible
from the fumes to the outside of the pipe where the TEMs are
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Figure 1: Location of the prototype
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Figure 2: Schematic of the installation

located. On the TEMs, part of the thermal energy is trans-
formed into electricity, while the rest is dissipated to the am-165

bient through the cold side heat exchangers. For this purpose,
the 200 mm layer of isolation that surrounds the pipe is set as
an extra inconvenient, diminishing the energy harvesting poten-
tial. A schematic of the prototype in its location can be seen in
Figure 2.170

The proposed hot side heat exchanger consists of an elec-
trolytic copper bar that transport the heat through the insulation
layer by conduction. Copper pins are disposed to enhance the
convection with the hot fumes in the interior of the pipe. The
section of the copper bar is 60 mm × 60 mm and the pins diam-175

eter is 6 mm due to constructive reasons. The number of pins
is maximized to increase the convective area and the length of
the pins is set at 250 mm in order to not disrupt the produc-
tion process. 23 pins are attached to the copper bar in a stag-
gered configuration to enhance heat transfer [25]. The length180

of the copper bar will depend on the cold side heat exchangers,
allowing a proper attachment. TG12-08-01LS modules from
Marlow industries are used. These commercial modules, with
a ZT of 0.73, are 40 mm × 40 mm × 3.5 mm and are able to

work at temperatures up to 225 ◦C in steady state conditions185

[26]. As Aranguren et al. remarked, the auxiliary consumption
affects greatly net energy production in TEGs, therefore, pas-
sive heat exchangers such as heat pipes or thermosyphons are
better suited for this application [12]. In this case, heat pipe
based heat exchangers with no auxiliary consumption to pump190

the liquid have been selected for the cold side. An in depth ex-
perimental optimization of said heat exchangers is described in
subsection 2.2.

2.1. Computational model

The computational model simulates the behaviour of a TEG195

that harvest waste heat from hot fumes, obtaining power gener-
ated by the TEMs, heat flow and temperature distribution across
the generator. This model is based on a previously published
model and has been adapted for this application [27, 28]. It
is coded in Matlab and based on the finite-differences implicit200

method under the assumption of unidirectional heat transfer.
The TEG is discretized in 17 nodes as it is shown in Figure 3,
including the heat source (hot fumes), the heat sink (ambient),
the heat exchangers (hot and cold side) and the TEMs (junc-
tions, ceramics and thermoelectric material).205

The hot fumes are represented by node 1 and the ambient
by node 17. The hot side heat-exchanger corresponds to nodes
2 and 3 while the cold side heat exchanger is represented by
node 16. Finally the TEM is defined from nodes 4-15, node 4
and 15 represent the hot and cold ceramic plate of the TEMs210

respectively and nodes 3-14 define the thermoelectric material
and the junctions.

The convective thermal resistance between the hot fumes and
the copper pins (Rconv hhx) is calculated using Zukauskas corre-
lation for predicting the heat transfer in staggered tube banks215

showed in Equation 1 [25].

Nuconv hhx = 0.8 · Re0.4 · Pr0.36 ·

(
Pr
Prs

)0.25

(1)

Heat conduction thermal resistance through the copper bar
(Rcond hhx) is estimated using Equation 2 [29].

Rcond hhx =
ecu

kcu · Acu
(2)

The thermal contact resistances between the TEMs and the
heat exchangers (Rcont h and Rcont c) depend on the contact inter-220

face material properties as Equation 3 shows [29].

Rcont h = Rcont c =
eim

kim · Aim
(3)

From node 4 to 15 the TEM is represented and all the thermo-
electric phenomena (the Peltier, Seebeck, Thomson and Joule
effects) along with the Fourier Law are taken into account as in
Equations 4 - 9 [27, 28].225

αAB =
dE
dT

= αA − αB (4)

Q̇Peltier = +−πABI = +−IT (αA − αB) (5)
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Figure 3: Thermal-electric analogy of the TEG computational model to harvest waste heat from hot fumes

Q̇Thoms. = −σ
−→
I (
−−→
∆T ) (6)

Q̇Joule = R0I2 (7)

ρcp
∂T
∂t

= k
(
∂2T
∂x2

+
∂2T
∂y2

+
∂2T
∂z2

)
+ q̄ (8)

The thermal bridge that appears at the insulation between the
hot side heat exchanger and the cold side heat exchanger (Rins)
is also introduced in the computational model as Equation 9
shows [29].

Rins =
eins

kins · Ains
(9)

Regarding the cold side heat exchangers, an experimental230

optimization of passive heat exchangers is performed and de-
scribed in subsection 2.2. Therefore, the thermal resistance of
the cold side heat exchanger (Rchx) is introduced as a polyno-
mial second order function of the heat flux as in Equation 10,
obtained by experimental results.235

Rchx = a + b · Q̇chx + c · Q̇2
chx (10)

2.2. Cold side heat exchangers

Heat pipe based heat exchangers, under natural convection,
are tested at greater length as cold side heat exchangers for the
TEG. A heat pipe is a two phase heat transfer device, it con-
sists of a sealed tube filled with a working fluid that transports240

heat through phase change, also, the interior of the pipe is cov-
ered with a wick structure [30]. Their working principle is as
follows: the evaporator absorbs heat from the heat source, va-
porizing the water inside the pipes, vapour ascends to the con-
denser zone through the tubes, here, heat is dissipated while245

vapour turns into liquid, finally, the liquid returns to the evap-
orator zone by gravity and capillarity effects across the wick
structure closing the cycle.

Equispaced fins
(Condensation zone)

Heat pipe tubes

Aluminium block 
(Evaporator)

Figure 4: Groove 5 mm fin spacing heat pipe heat exchanger

Each heat pipe based heat exchanger consists of 8 tubes made
of cooper, the length of each tube is 500 mm with an exterior250

diameter of 8 mm. They are filled with water as working fluid
and two types of wick structure are tested: metal sintered pow-
der (Sinter) and grooved wick (Groove). The first 100 mm of
the tubes are embedded in an aluminium block that works as
the evaporator, where the heat is absorbed. Along the rest of255

the tube, the condensation zone, equispaced fins are disposed.
In order to test the effect of the fin spacing, 4 different distance
between fins are tested: 3, 5, 7 and 9 mm. These heat exchang-
ers are designed for 2 TEMs each (they can also be used for 1
or 3 TEMs as they also fit on the evaporation surface), Figure 4260

shows one of the heat exchangers tested.
To evaluate the performance of the heat exchangers, and se-

lect the ones that performe best for this application, they are
tested under laboratory conditions. As a heat source, 2 blocks
of copper of 40 mm × 40 mm × 10 mm are used, each block of265

copper contains 6 cartridge heaters and covers the exact same
area as a TEM. The cartridges are connected electrically in par-
allel to an adjustable DC electric power supply. The cooper
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Figure 5: Cold side heat exchangers test configuration schematic

Table 1: Resolution and accuracy of the sensors used

Sensor Resolution Accuracy

Ahlborn T 190-0 NiCr-Ni (◦C) 0.1 +−0.5
Ahlborn ZA 9900 AB3 DC (V) 0.01 +−0.02
Ahlborn ZA 9900 AB4 DC (V) 0.1 +−0.2
Ahlborn ZA 9901 AB4 DC (A) 0.01 +−0.02

blocks are placed at the evaporator, corresponding to the alu-
minium block. In order to ensure that all the heat produced270

in the cartridges flows through the heat exchanger, all free sur-
faces of the copper blocks are insulated with rockwool layers.
Ahlborn T 190-0 NiCr-Ni thermo-wires are disposed at key
points to measure temperature, the voltage and the current sup-
plied to the heaters are measured using Ahlborn ZA 9900 AB4275

DC voltage and Ahlborn ZA 9901 AB4 DC current measuring
modules. An Ahlbron Almemo 5690 data acquisition system is
used. Resolution and accuracy of the sensors used are listed in
Table 1. In Figure 5 a schematic of the test configuration is pre-
sented. The arrows in the schematic represent heat flow during280

the tests. All the tests are performed under natural convection
conditions.

In this study, 4 different distances between films (3, 5, 7
and 9 mm) and 2 types of wick structure (Sinter and Grooved)
had been tested. The thermal resistance parameter, shown in285

Equation 11, is used to evaluate the performance of the heat ex-
changer. Evaporator temperature (Tevap) and Ambient temper-
ature (Tamb) sensors are disposed as Figure 5 shows, the heat
flux through the heat exchanger (Q̇chx) is equal to the electrical
power supplied by the DC electric power supply, as, all the elec-290

tric power is transformed into heat and, the insulation ensures

0.22

0.26

0.30

0.34

0.38

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

150 W 200 W 250 W

𝐹𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 (mm)

𝑅𝑐ℎ𝑥 (K/W)

150𝑊 200𝑊 250𝑊

Figure 6: Thermal resistance of a Groove type pipe heat exchanger as a function
of the fin spacing distance for different heat fluxes. Curves are second-order
polynomial fits of data points

that the heat produced at the cartridges flows only through the
heat pipe heat exchanger. Therefore, the heat flux is obtained
as Equation 12.

Rchx =
Tevap − Tamb

Q̇chx
(11)

Q̇chx = Wsup = Vsup · Isup (12)

Figure 6 shows thermal resistances obtained during the tests295

for the different distances between fins for Groove pipes, the
heat inputs selected are 150, 200 and 250 W. Three replicas of
every configuration have been carried out and the overall uncer-
tainty range is calculated an included in the figures. Firstly, the
thermal resistance decreases when the heat increases for each300

one of the fin spacing configurations. This effect was expected,
as an increase in heat flux contributes to a higher temperature
of the pipes, thus increasing the pipe-to-ambient temperature
gradient and enhancing the heat transfer in natural convection
conditions. Short fin spacing involves an increase of the con-305

vection area which benefits the heat transfer coefficient, in con-
trast, when fins are too close to each other air does not flow
freely between fins and heat transfer diminish. Therefore, a
balance between these two factors needs to be obtained.

Thermal resistance seems to have an optimal value between310

5 and 7 mm fin spacing, depending on the heat flux, whereas
for 3 mm, thermal resistance increases due to air flow reduc-
tion and, for 9 mm, resistance enlarges as the convective area
drops. Noteworthy is the huge rate of improvement for 5 mm
fin spacing when heat flow grows, the thermal resistance di-315

minish 13.8 % when increasing heat from 150 to 250 W. This
effect can be explained when airflow between the fins acts as a
bottleneck. For low heat inputs, natural convection is not able to
generate a decent natural draft, in contrast, for high heat fluxes,
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Figure 7: Thermal resistance for Groove and Sinter type pipes as a function of
the heat flux for 5 mm fin spacing. Curves are second-order polynomial fits of
data points

the pipe-to-ambient temperature difference increases, enhanc-320

ing natural draft and eliminating this bottleneck, therefore, all
the extra convective area provided by the fins starts to be ef-
fective, resulting in a significant decrease in thermal resistance.
In summary, each fin spacing is optimal for a range of heat in-
put. In this case, from 150 to 200 W, the optimal is set on 7 mm325

fin spacing, whereas from 200 to 250 W, a separation of 5 mm
provides better results. The data obtained clearly shows that a
separation between 5 and 7 mm is the optimal for this config-
uration, 5 mm has been set as the fin separation for the rest of
this work, as high heat fluxes are expected.330

Heat exchangers with Groove and Sinter wick type had also
been tested, both of them with 5 mm spacing. The heat inputs
tested correspond to 150, 200 and 250 W. Results obtained
can be seen in Figure 7 alongside the overall uncertainty range
(three replicas of every configuration have been carried out). As335

anticipated, thermal resistance diminish for higher heat fluxes,
confirming the tendency for both pipe types. As heat flux in-
creases, temperature difference between the heat exchanger and
the ambient increases, enhancing natural convection. This ef-
fect is clearly visible in Sinter type pipes, where thermal re-340

sistence decreases almost linearly with the heat flux. However,
in Groove type pipes thermal resistance becomes asymptotic
beyond a heat flux value of 225, this means, another effect is
limiting the Groove type pipe for higher heat fluxes. This can
be explained as the return of liquid through the grooved canals345

is not sufficient for high heat fluxes. For Sinter type pipes, this
effect will also appear for even higher heat fluxes. Groove pipes
performed 11.21, 9.53 and 13.41 % worse than Sinter pipes for
150, 200 and 250 W heat fluxes respectively. Following these
results, sintered powder heat pipes with 5 mm fin separation are350

presented as an optimal solutions for the cold side and had been
selected as cold side heat exchangers for the prototype for the

rest of the work. The polynomial second order function that
is introduced in the computational model can be seen in Equa-
tion 13.355

Rchx = 0.35 − 6.49 · 10−4 · Q̇chx + 8.04 · 10−7 · Q̇2
chx (13)

3. TEG optimization and setup

In this section an optimal configuration for the TEG is ob-
tained using the developed computational model. Then, the op-
timal configuration is built and the description of the prototype
setup is presented.360

3.1. Optimal configuration

An optimization study of the whole TEG is performed us-
ing the computational model described in subsection 2.1. The
number of heat exchangers and TEMs used to built a TEG af-
fects drastically the performance of a TEG in multiple aspects.365

Using just 1 TEM per heat exchanger means all the heat that
passes through the thermoelectric module is dissipated by a
whole heat exchanger and therefore the heat dissipation is op-
timal, this produces a high temperature gradient at the TEM
which means larger power produced per module. In contrast, if370

more TEMs are placed in one heat exchanger heat dissipation
decreases for each module resulting in lower temperature gra-
dients at the TEMs and therefore lower power outputs per mod-
ule. Therefore, an optimization between low number of TEMs
with high power outputs and larger number of TEMs with low375

power outputs needs to be performed in order to maximize the
total output power. With this study an optimal configuration of
the elements for this TEG under the expected conditions will be
obtained.

The number of hot side heat exchangers to use is set to 1380

and the parameters to optimize are the number of TEMs and
the number of cold side heat exchangers that will be used to
built the TEG. Ambient temperature is set at 25 ◦C and fumes
temperature is set at 340 ◦C. The number of cold side heat ex-
changers is simulated from 1 to 4 and the number of TEMs is385

introduced related to the amount of cold side heat exchangers,
1, 2 or 3 TEMs can be attached to each cold side heat exchang-
ers and therefore, multiple configurations appear. The length of
the hot side heat exchanger will be modified during the simu-
lations as a larger number of cold side heat exchangers means390

a longer copper bar to attach the heat exchangers. Power pro-
duced, heat extracted from the fumes, temperature gradient at
the TEMs and efficieny of the TEMs are the outputs obtained
during the simulations.

The simulated results obtained are summarized in Table 2.395

Also, Figure 8 shows an schematic of configurations 1, 2, 5
and 12 for a clearer understanding. Data obtained shows that
when the number of TEMs for each cold side heat exchanger
increases the total heat extracted by the TEG increases. As
expected, as more TEMs are used the amount of heat through400

each TEM reduces and therefore temperature gradient at the
TEMs decreases. This means lower power output is obtained
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Table 2: Simulated configurations of the TEG

Config. No of Cold side HX No of TEMs / Cold side HX TEMs Q̇ Q̇tem ∆T tem ηtem Wgen tem Wgen

(W) (W) (◦C) (%) (W) (W)

1 1 1 1 162.56 162.56 134.32 2.48 4.03 4.03
2 1 2 2 195.22 97.61 101.07 2.45 2.39 4.78
3 1 3 3 213.33 71.11 80.51 2.17 1.55 4.64

4 2 1 2 218.68 109.34 100.96 2.35 2.57 5.13
5 2 2 4 252.31 63.08 70.13 2.04 1.29 5.16
6 2 3 6 269.40 44.90 53.64 1.71 0.77 4.60

7 3 1 3 210.37 70.12 67.80 1.79 1.26 3.77
8 3 2 6 231.83 38.64 44.41 1.43 0.55 3.32
9 3 3 9 242.01 26.89 33.02 1.15 0.31 2.78

10 4 1 4 225.62 56.40 55.90 1.55 0.88 3.50
11 4 2 8 244.66 30.58 35.75 1.19 0.37 2.92
12 4 3 12 253.43 21.12 26.29 0.94 0.20 2.39

Hot Side Heat-Exch.

Cold Side HX

Configuration 1
- 1 Cold Side HX
- 1 TEM

TEM

Configuration 2
- 1 Cold Side HX
- 2 TEM

Configuration 5 (Optimal)
- 2 Cold Side HX
- 4 TEM

Configuration 12 (Longer copper bar)
- 4 Cold Side HX
- 12 TEM

Hot 
Fumes

Figure 8: Schematic of configurations 1, 2, 5 and 12 from Table 2

per TEM, hence, for a set number of cold side heat exchanger
an optimal number of TEMs is obtained. For 1 and 2 cold side
heat exchangers the optimum power output is set at 2 TEMs405

per cold side heat exchangers, whereas for 3 and 4 cold side
heat exchanger the optimum is obtained with 1 TEM per heat
exchanger.

The effect of using more cold side heat exchangers also takes
into account the necessity of a longer copper bar to attach the410

cold side heat exchangers. Increasing the length of the copper
bar means lower heat extraction as the heat conduction ther-
mal resistance (Equation 2) increases. In Figure 8 configura-
tion 12 shows how the increase of the copper bar provides extra
space for more thermoelectric modules and cold side heat ex-415

changers. Although, when increasing the number of cold side
heat exchangers, heat dissipation at the cold side improves and
therefore, more heat is extracted. An optimum between both
these phenomena is obtained with 2 cold side heat exchangers
where the amount of heat extracted by the TEG is optimum.420

The simulations show that an optimum power output of
5.22 W is obtained using 2 cold side heat exchangers and 2
TEMs per cold side heat exchanger. This configuration (high-
lighted in Table 2) is built and installed at the rockwool manu-
facturing plant as described in subsection 3.2. Worth to notice425

is that this configuration focuses on maximizing total output
power with a resulting efficiency of 2.04 % which is not the
maximum efficiency obtained during the simulations.

3.2. Prototype setup

The TEG consists of: a solid copper bar with pins working430

as hot side heat exchanger, 4 Marlow TG12-08 TEMs [26] and
2 heat pipe heat exchangers for the cold side, as the ones de-
scribed in subsection 2.2. To attach these elements 6 mm bolts
are used connecting both cold side heat exchangers, generat-
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ing pressure across the TEMs and the copper bar, hence, en-435

suring reliable thermal contacts across the TEG, a detailed pic-
ture of the attachment is shown in Figure 9. In adition, heat
extenders are disposed between the copper bar and the TEMs,
these heat extenders are made of a solid aluminium block of
40 mm × 40 mm × 10 mm. The purpose of these heat exten-440

ders is double, first, they provide a clear path for the heat to
the TEMs diminishing possible thermal bridges, and secondly,
both faces of the block are mechanized with a small groove that
allows thermocouples to be installed. The prototype is attached
to the manhole structure filled with rockwool to preserve the445

isolation of the pipe, on the external end the prototype is iso-
lated with rockwool and neoprene to avoid heat loss around the
TEMs area. The prototype, displayed in Figure 9, is mounted
on to the pipe during a programmed maintenance stop as Fig-
ure 10 shows.450

TEMs are connected electrically in series, optimum load re-
sistance varies from 2.9 Ω to 3.46 Ω, depending on the hot and
cold side temperatures of the TEM [26]. 3 resistances of 4.7 Ω

had been connected in series resulting in a 3.525 Ω load resis-
tance for each TEM. Ahlborn ZA 9900 AB3 DC voltage and455

Ahlborn ZA 9901 AB4 DC current measuring modules are dis-
posed to obtain the energy produced by the TEMs. A total of 18
Ahlborn T 190-0 NiCr-Ni thermo-wires are disposed along the
TEG as temperature sensors. Two of them monitor the temper-
ature of the fumes, two are disposed at the copper pins, four at460

the exterior end of the copper bar, four at the hot side face of the
TEMs, another four at the cold side face of the TEMs and the
last two monitor the atmospheric temperature on the exterior of
the pipe. All the sensors are connected to an Ahlborn Almemo
5690 data acquisition system storing the data in a computer.465

Resolution and accuracy of the sensors used in the prototype
are listed in Table 1. For the initial restart of the manufactur-
ing process data is acquired in 10 s intervals, after that, one
measurement is made each 6 min. This experimental setup is
designed to acquire thermoelectric generation data during the470

manufacturing process and test the performance of the system
in a field test study, by the means of the DC voltage and DC cur-
rent measuring modules the electrical power can be calculated
directly.

4. Results and discussion475

The prototype is installed for 30 days during summer sea-
son at the industrial plant. Throughout this period temperature
across the prototype and power generation data have been ac-
quired.

4.1. Prototype results480

Figure 11 shows the temperature distribution obtained across
the prototype and the power generated from the restart of the
process until steady state conditions at the process are reached
and therefore, reliable data can be acquired. On the 16th day,
temperature and power generated drops drastically due to a pro-485

grammed maintenance stop of the manufacturing process where
the flow of hot gases stops and therefore the heat source that

powers the TEMs disappears. On average, the fumes (T f um)
reach a temperature of 337.6 ◦C, part of the thermal energy car-
ried by the fumes is absorbed by the copper pins, resulting in490

a temperature of 281.0 ◦C at the base of the pins (Tcop), where
the copper bar starts. Alongside the copper bar a temperature
drop of 147.6 ◦C takes place, resulting in 133.4 ◦C at the hot
side face of the TEMs (Th). At the TEMs a temperature gradi-
ent of 70.8 ◦C takes places, thus 62.6 ◦C are obtained at the cold495

side face of the TEMs (Tc), this gradient determines the power
generated. Finally, the ambient temperature (Tamb) around the
prototype averages 34 ◦C. Figure 12 shows this average temper-
ature distribution on the prototype (Orange).

For the purpose of producing as much energy as possible,500

temperature gradient at the TEM must be as high as feasi-
ble, in order to achieve that, temperature gradient at both hot
and cold side heat exchangers must be decreased to its min-
imum. As Figure 12 shows, temperature gradient at the hot
side heat exchanger (∆Thhx = T f um − Th) is quite noticeable505

(204.2 ◦C), in contrast, temperature drop at the cold side heat
exchanger (∆Tchx = Tc − Tamb) is really small (28.6 ◦C). The
hot side heat exchanger absorbs heat from the fumes via con-
vection and transports it to the TEMs due to conduction, Fig-
ure 12 clearly shows that temperature drop during the convec-510

tion (T f um − Tcop = 56.6 ◦C) is not as noticeable as temperature
drop at the copper bar (Tcop − Th = 147.6 ◦C) and that this
extraction of heat alongside de copper bar highly diminishes
the harvesting potential. In subsection 5.2 the real potential
of this technology is calculated when the TEMs can get closer515

to the pipe and the copper bar diminishes its lenght, this cor-
responds to the optimized simulation data (Blue) that appears
in Figure 12. On the other side, the small temperature gradi-
ent at the cold side heat exchangers (∆Tchx) proves that the heat
pipe based heat exchangers optimized in subsection 2.2 had per-520

formed properly under real conditions.
The TEG produces an average of 4.6 W of electrical power

(Wgen) with a 70.8 ◦C temperature gradient (∆T tem) between its
faces, the peak power reaches up to 6.1 W during the night of
the coldest day when ambient temperature decreases to its min-525

imum, resulting in a 78.5 ◦C gradient at the TEMs. The average
efficiency of the TEMs (ηtem) under this working conditions is
2.38 %, this efficiency is obtained as Equation 14 shows. Heat
that pass through the TEMs (Q̇tem) is equal to: power generated
plus the heat that is dissipated to the atmosphere by the cold530

side heat exchangers. The relation is shown in Equation 15,
power generated is obtained directly through the data whereas
heat dissipated to the atmosphere is obtained via an iterative cal-
culation. To perform this iterative process temperature gradient
and thermal characterization of the cold side heat exchangers535

are needed. Temperature gradient is obtained through the data
and the thermal characterization has already been performed
during the optimization of the cold side heat exchangers in sub-
section 2.2. Figure 7 shows thermal resistance as a function of
the heat flux that passes through the heat exchanger, this curve540

is adjusted to a polynomial function, where the thermal resis-
tance can be obtained directly if heat flux is introduced. The
iterative process goes as follows: First, in order to start the it-
erations, heat flux through the heat exchanger is supposed, this
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Hot side heat-exchanger
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TEMs (Under
insulation)

Figure 9: Thermoelectric generator prototype with detail of the attachment between heat exchangers and TEMs

Prototype

Pipe

Data 
acquisitor

Load resistances

Figure 10: Thermoelectric generator and measuring equipment at the industrial
plant

supposed heat flux is used to obtain thermal resistance of the545

heat exchanger using the adjusted polynomial function. This
thermal resistance alongside the temperature gradient is intro-
duced in Equation 11, obtaining heat flux through the cold side
heat exchangers for the first iteration. With this heat flux, an-
other iteration is performed until the results obtained and the550

heat introduced in the last iteration do not differ. Using this
method a heat flux of 94.35 W is obtained for each heat ex-
changer, thus, 188.7 W cross both heat exchangers and 193.3 W
pass through the TEMs resulting in an efficiency of 2.38 %.

ηtem =
Wgen

Q̇tem
· 100 (14)

Q̇tem = Q̇chx + Wgen (15)

Temperature conditions change during each day and depend555

drastically on the season, affecting the TEG performance. The
prototype has been tested during summer season when ambient
temperature around the TEG reaches up to 43.7 ◦C at midday
and drops to 23.7 ◦C at night. At night, when ambient temper-
ature drops, the gradient on the TEMs increases from 66.5 ◦C560

to 75.5 ◦C, resulting in 3.8 W and 5.1 W of electrical power
respectively, 34 % more energy is produced during the night
on a sample day. Performance also varies between days, on
the hottest day an average of 4.2 W are produced while in a
cold day it reaches up to 5.2 W. During the testing period of565

the TEG, ambient temperature slowly decreases over the days.
This traduces in an upward trend of the temperature gradient at
the thermoelectric generator and therefore, an increase in power
generation that can be appreciated in Figure 11.

4.2. Model validation570

Using the experimental data obtained, the reliability of the
model to simulate this TEG is tested. For that, after setting all
the geometric values of the TEG, field data of fumes and atmo-
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spheric temperature are introduced on the computational model
as inputs during one sample day. Data is introduced for each575

half hour, resulting in 48 simulations. The results obtained with
the computational model are compared with field tests data. In
Figure 13 simulated data is represented on top of the experi-
mental data. As it can be seen, the simulated data does not
differ much from the data obtained experimentally. The rela-580

tive error (Errorrel) is calculated for the temperature gradient
and the power generated at the TEM as Equation 16 shows.

Errorrel =
Datasim − Dataexp

Dataexp
· 100 (16)

A statistical analysis of the relative error is made considering
the values to follow a normal distribution, the mean and the
standard deviation are calculated. The average relative error for585

the temperature gradient at the TEM is −2.18 % with a standard
deviation of −2.33 %, for the power generated, the average is
−1.05 % and the standard deviation sets at 4.48 %. Besides, as
it is shown in Figure 14 most of the relative error is within the
+−10 % range. As it has been proved that the model reliably590

represents what happens in the TEG, it can be used to obtain
information in a larger scale setup.

5. Harvesting potential

In this section, using the TEG computational model devel-
oped in subsection 2.1 and validated in subsection 4.2 different595

scenarios are calculated. First, the harvesting potential of the
current prototype at the current location is obtained during a
sample year. Secondly, the harvesting potential of an optimized
TEG at the current location is calculated during a sample year.
And finally, the harvesting potential of an optimized TEG that600

takes advantage of the whole pipe at the current location is ob-
tained.

5.1. Actual configuration

A whole year of energy harvesting with the current configu-
ration at the current location is simulated. For that, the atmo-605

spheric and fumes temperature are introduced as inputs. The
atmospheric temperature is obtained from the official meteorol-
ogy and climatology website of the region [31] and corresponds
to a weather station situated in the surroundings of the manu-
facturing plant, atmospheric data is available every hour. Fumes610

temperature also shifts during the day as Figure 11 shows, thus,
fumes temperature is introduced as a changing value using the
data obtained during the field tests.

The results obtained with the current configuration are sum-
marized here: the TEG (4 TEMs) would be able to produce615

45.16 kWh of energy during the whole year with 5.16 W of av-
erage total output power.

5.2. Optimized design

The prototype installed at the manufacturing plant extracts
heat from the inside of the pipe through an insulation layer of620

200 mm, this produces an average temperature drop of 147 ◦C

and thus, reduces the harvesting potential of the TEG. How-
ever, if the design would be made from scratch or modifications
to the location would be possible, that layer of insulation would
not be present and therefore, the hot side of the thermoelectric625

module would be closer to the heat source, increasing its tem-
perature, and therefore, its power generated. By the means of
the computational model the harvesting potential over a sample
year at the current location without the isolation is calculated.
For that, as in subsection 5.1, atmospheric and fumes tempera-630

ture are introduced as inputs. However, in this case, the length
of the hot side heat exchanger copper bar is reduced to 120 mm,
the minimum necessary to attach the TEMs.

Figure 12 shows average temperature distribution across the
TEG during the simulations for this optimized design (Blue).635

With the reduction of the copper bar the temperature drop on
the hot side heat exchanger (∆Thhx) decreases drastically from
204.2 ◦C to 108.4 ◦C, increasing the temperature gradient at the
TEMs from 70.8 ◦C to 120.06 ◦C and therefore, increasing the
energy produced. The results show that power generated in-640

creases a 145.58 % from the actual configuration resulting in
110.90 kWh of energy throughout the year. Average power out-
put sets at 12.66 W with a temperature gradient of 120.06 ◦C at
the TEM and an efficiency of 2.93 %.

5.3. Real potential645

The TEG installed at the manufacturing plant and the opti-
mized design are low scale systems to harvest energy from a
pipe where hot fumes flow and only use a little part of the pipes
surface to harvest energy. In this section, a computational study
of the optimized design described in subsection 5.2 to take ad-650

vantage of the whole pipe at the current location is performed
using the computational model. The length of the pipe is 4.8 m
and, with an square section whose side was 0.8 m the maxi-
mum amount of optimized TEG that would be able to fit on
the outside of the pipe would be 288. To run the simulations,655

atmospheric and fumes temperature are introduced as inputs.
Although, as much more energy is been taken from the fumes,
in this case, the temperature drop of the fumes is taken into con-
sideration. For that, the length of the pipe is discretized in 24
different blocks, power extracted on each block is subtracted660

from the fumes and temperature for the next level is obtained as
shown in Equation 17.

Ti+1 = Ti −
Q̇ext i

V̇ f um · ρ f um i · cp f um i
(17)

The whole system would consist of 288 optimized TEGs tak-
ing advantage of a 4.8 m lenght pipe with an exterior surface of
15.36 m2, each optimized TEG uses 1 hot side heat exchanger,665

2 cold side heat exchangers as the ones described in subsec-
tion 2.2 and 4 TEMs. Alongside the 4.8m length pipe the sys-
tem would only decrease the temperature of the fumes from
340 ◦C to 326.82 ◦C, this low temperature decrease of the fumes
means that with the proposed system the fumes flow is not dras-670

tically affected, hence, much more energy could be extracted if
the length of the pipe could be extended and more TEGs could
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Figure 13: Temperature distribution and power generated during one sample day: Experimental and simulated data
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power range

be attached. As the temperature of the fumes drops power gen-
erated also decreases, at the first block, where the temperature
of the fumes is at its highest, each TEG would produce 12.66 W,675

in contrast, at the last block 11.76 W would be produced. This
system would be able to produce 30.8 MWh of energy during
the whole year with 3.52 kW of average total output power and
an efficiency of 2.89 %. The average Spanish household con-
sumption of electricity is 3692 kWh over a year [32], there-680

fore, the energy produced by the proposed system would be
able to provide electricity to 8.34 average Spanish households
each year.

6. Conclusions

A computational model that simulates the behaviour of a685

thermoelectric generator to harvest waste heat from hot fumes
has been developed and used to optimize the configuration of
the thermoelectric generator.

An experimental and computational study has been made in
order to optimize the performance of the whole thermoelec-690

tric generator. Different cold side heat exchangers had been
tested under laboratory conditions, as a result, Sintered type
heat pipes with 5 mm fin spacing that lack moving parts out-
performed the rest with a remarkably low thermal resistance of
0.255 K/W while dissipating 200 W of heat. A computational695

study has been performed of the optimal number of cold side
heat exchangers and thermoelectric module for 1 hot side heat
exchanger, the optimal configuration consists of 2 cold side heat
exchangers and 4 thermoelectric modules (2 for cold side heat
exchanger).700
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A thermoelectric generator with the optimized configuration
suited to harvest energy in a rockwool manufacturing plant has
been built, installed and tested at the manufacturing plant, ac-
quiring experimental data during the 30 days field test period.
Average power output during the testing period is 4.6 W with a705

70.8 ◦C temperature gradient between the thermoelectric mod-
ule faces and a 2.38 % efficiency. Using the experimental data
obtained, the computational model is validated, as the relative
error of the power generated stays between the +−10 %.

The harvesting potential when taking advantage of the whole710

pipe with an optimized design is calculated using the computa-
tional model. The proposed system consists of 288 optimized
thermoelectric generators (1152 thermoelectric modules) and
would be able to produce 30.8 MWh of energy during the whole
year with 3.52 kW of average total output power and an effi-715

ciency of 2.89 %. This amount of energy could cover the elec-
tric consumption of 8.34 Spanish average households.
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